Abstract-In this paper, a skin color segmentation approach by texture feature extraction and k-mean clustering is proposed. We improved the traditional skin classification by combining both color and texture features for skin segmentation. After the color segmentation using a 16 -GMM (Gaussian Mixture Models) classifier, the texture features are extracted using effective wavelet transform with a 2-D Daubechies Wavelet and represented as a list of Shannon entropy. The non-skin regions can be eliminated by the Skin Texture-cluster Elimination using K-mean clustering. Experimental results based on common datasets show that our proposed can achieve better performance compared to the existing methods with true positive of 96.5% and with false positives 25.2% for the worst case, with true positive of 90.3% and with false positives 20.5% for the normal case.
I. INTRODUCTION
Skin Segmentation is principal step in a wide range of image processing applications ranging from sign language recognition [1] , human tracking [2] , gesture analysis [3] , content-based image retrieval systems [4] and to various human computer interaction domains. The target of skin segmentation is to separate the image into skin pixels and non-skin pixels part, skin segmentation should maintain effect performance, whenever the skin region to be rotated, scaled, cut and also partial occluded. Skin Segmentation technique can be categorized as pixel-based and region-based approaches, in pixel-based approaches, only use the color of pixel as a classification feature, on the other hand(region-based approaches), the spatial information of pixels (such as texture) is used to segmentation. The Gaussian mixture models(GMM) [5] is a statistical machine learning method, GMM classifier is more accurately, that use the maximum likelihood estimation to training the classifier, according the classification model, it is made of three main parts: a transducer, feature extractor and classifier. The wavelet transform is a 2-D transform technique, which is excellent as a tool in pattern recognition as well as in numerous other applications. The wavelet transform provides the means of analyzing the input signal into a number of different resolution levels in a hierarchical fashion. This is also known as multiresolution analysis [6] . In this paper, we propose skin color segmentation system that combines color and texture feature of skin to segment skin regions in color images. The present skin color model is extract by GMM classifier, which is proposed Jones and Rehg [7] , although which method is robust to detect the probability of a pixel whether is a skin pixel or not by color feature, he collect a huge amount of web-image as training data of GMM classifier, but it is a pixel-based method, that can't segment any skin color-like object with skin, as shown in Fig. 1 , the woman show in under of image, the color of her brown scarf is like as brown skin, so the skin color classifier can't correctly segment as non-skin regions, we propose method used the wavelet transform to extract the texture feature of image, and eliminate the image part that texture not belong to skin. 
II. RELATED WORKS
The aim of skin segmentation is to isolate skin regions in unconstrained input images, whatever in difficult environment, such as process with a huge amount of the web-images, because of those image is diverse resolution, quality, illumination, noise, etc, and which is a huge and still dataset, implied that can't fetch out the sequential information like as video-base recognition [8] , however, traditional skin segmentation methods are not robust enough against with complex environment. The color of skin may vary among different races, age, illumination condition and objects with skin color-like colors, above are major problems must be solve in skin segmentation. The choice of color space can be considered as the primary step in skin segmentation. The skin color model can be considered as the skin color distribution in a color space, and major idea is consider skin color is converge together in a color space and that can be divided by one or several boundary.
The skin color model can be categorized as 2D skin color model and 3D skin color model, the 2D skin color model is observe the skin color in 2D chromatic space [9] , the reason is to reduce dependence on lighting variation [10] , however, Skin Segmentation Using GMM Classifier and Texture Feature Extraction
Chi-Man Pun and Pan Ng 2D skin color model will cause color feature loss, according several research data, the precision of 3D model always better than that of 2D model, Francesca and Raimondo propose six different algorithms [11] and adopted six color space: YCbCr, RGB, HSV1, HSV2, HIS and rgb. In six algorithms, The YcbCr approach observes skin color as 2D model and other as 3D model, they using Genetic Algorithm (GA) to training the boundary of several color models, their experiment shown that YcbCr color space is more recall oriented and RGB is a good tradeoff between recall and precision [6] . Christophe and Georgios using vector quantization technique [12] , to quantize the image color, and construct a 3D skin color model that distributed in HSVand YcbCr color space, both colo models is constructed by 950 skin color samples which have been extracted from various still images and video frames. Jones and Rehg apply visualization techniques [7] to fetch out the shape of skin color distribution. They trained two separate mixture models for the skin and non-skin classes, and used 16 Gaussians in each model, they using 16-GMM classifier with about 3317 training images which formed the non-skin color model and about 1731 training images which formed the skin color model. The advantage of using GMM is that can be made to generalize good result even from small amounts of training data, however it may cause complex computation, slow down performance. Fotouhi propose a method that using nonsubsampled contourlet transforms [13] to represent texture feature of the whole image by row-ordering patch coefficients in each sub-image. They using 300 skin images, 3500 positive and negative training data were extracted and used to train a MLP with two layers of 14 and 9 neurons. Jiang et al employed color, texture and space information to detect skin object in image, and they improved Skin Probability Map (SPM) method, to propose a method that combined by Gabor wavelet transform and Watershed segmentation. 
III. SKIN COLOR SEGMENTATION
We propose skin color segmentation system (as shown in Fig. 2 ) that combined Skin Color Feature Generation, Skin Texture Feature Generation and Skin Texture Segmentation & Elimination three modules, which using both skin color and texture feature to segment skin regions in color images, first original RGB Color image will be inputted into skin color feature generator to generate a Skin Color Sub-image List, and pass into Skin Texture Feature generator to fetch out Skin Wavelet Energy-vector list, finally Skin Texture Segmentation & Elimination Process will combine all information to generate a Corrected Skin Regions, in the rest parts will give more details procedure in each module. 
A. Skin Color Feature Generation
The Skin Color Feature Generation is a pre-processing of Texture Feature Generation, which isolate the skin and non-skin pixel by using GMM Skin Color Classifier, and build up the Skin Color Mask, but Skin Color Mask only consider color as feature, therefore which may include some skin-color like object, etc. as shown in Fig. 3 .
Then Skin Sub-images Generation according skin pixel which is detected by GMM Classifier, for each skin pixel will generate a sub-image to make up the Skin Color Sub-image List, the source of sub-image is a Y-axis images of YCbCr image, which is transformed by original RGB input image, because Y image is essentially a grayscale copy of the main image, which has enough texture information to perform texture segmentation.
1) Gaussian mixture models classifier
The skin color classifier is using 16-GMM Classifier [7] that proposed by Jones and Rehg, the parameters of 16-GMM is same as the result that work out by Jones and Rehg, that is two groups parameters train from skin and non-skin images separately, they are formed by about 3317 non-skin images and 1731 skin images.
A mixture density function is expressed as the sum of Gaussian kernels:
where z is an original RGB color image and the contribution of the ℎ Gaussian is determined by a scalar weight , mean vector , and diagonal covariance matrix .
There introduce a concept of skin probability map (SPM), through below formula we can generate a SPM of whole image, calculated by the formula each pixel by pixel.
The mixture density functions = ( ) where of it's using 16 skin diagonal covariance matrix and = ( ) where of its using 16 non-skin diagonal covariance matrix.
Final, we can generate skin color mask (SCM) from SPM by:
where is a threshold of SPM, which recommend is set to 1.
2) Skin sub-images generation
After Skin Color Classifier is a skin color-mask, for each white pixel , on skin color mask where CM , = 1, the process will cut a square area as sub-image both in skin color mask CM ′ , and Y-axis of original image ′ , , they are shown as the grid both in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b , the equation is shown as equation (3) and equation (4), the result of this process is the Skin Color Sub-image List {SubImg 1 … SubImg }.
But this processing will occur some problem is shown as Fig. 6a , the grid include too many background image that is not we major study part, when it case occur, we relinquish to process which pixel, because that will influence the accuracy of result, if we set up the constrain too strict, we will miss too many pixel to be processed, so we introduce the mask-leakage permit concept, if the white pixel on color-mask satisfy equation
where T is the diameter of sub-mask grid and TH is the maximum mask-leakage permit, default TH always set to 0.2.
About the margin processing details, when fetch the requesting area exceed image's boundary, it will adjust the fetching area within boundary and include CM(x, y) in fetching area.
and ' and ', ' 1 2
', ' ' and ' 2 2 ', and ' , 3) Skin color feature generation algorithm  Input original RGB color image as z, using formula (2) 
B. Skin Texture Feature Generation
The Skin Color Sub-image List is the product of Skin Sub-images Generation module, for each list item is correspond to a pixel on image which detect as skin pixel by GMM Skin color classifier, the major task of this module is that take a sub-image SubImg around these pixel, calculate the 2-D Daubechies Wavelet on these sub-images got Skin Wavelet Coefficients-Vector < , , > , then extract the Wavelet Energy-vector < , , > by apply Shannon Entropy on Wavelet Coefficients-Vector, finally the Wavelet Energy-vector will represent the texture feature of these pixel as shown in Fig. 5. 
1) 2-D daubechies wavelet
where ( 0 , … , −1 ) is scaling coefficient as finite real series.
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where ( 0 , … , −1 ) is wavelet coefficient as finite real series.
In this paper we using 1 level 2-D Daubechies wavelet transform with D8 Daubechies coefficients.
2) Shannon entropy
The Shannon entropy equation provides a way to measure the average amount of information contained in random variable, using Shannon entropy represent wavelet energy have several special behavior:  All coefficients is unsigned value  The texture is distributed near origin is smooth otherwise is rough. The Shannon Entropy Equation:
where C(x) is the distributed data sequence. The advantage of Shannon entropy is that can observe the distributed energy by a fix min value (origin), that standardization the difference model of observations.
The result of skin sub-images generation is a bunch of sub-image
that prepare to perform Daubechies wavelet transform, for each sub-images we execute 1-scaling level wavelet transform to decompose them into horizontal, vertical, and diagonal decomposition coefficients vector < ℎ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) >, finally each pixel will fetch out a wavelet energy vector(WEV) < ℎ ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) > by calculated the Shannon entropy of those decomposition coefficients separately using formula (9).
C. Skin Texture Feature Generation Algorithm 1) Skin texture segmentation and elimination
The result of Skin Texture Generation is a list of Skin Wavelet Energy-vector < , , >, these vectors is the observation data of k-mean clustering, and then these observation data will be separated into several clusters {Cluster 1 … Cluster N }, among these clusters, some clusters is non-skin regions on original image, which will be eliminated by Skin Texture-cluster Elimination, finally Skin Regions Generation will combine RGB input image, Skin color mask and Corrected Skin Texture-segment cluster list, to regenerate a corrected skin regions images as shown Fig. 6 . 
2) K-means clustering
Given a set of observations ( 1 , … , ) , where each observation is a d-dimensional real vector, the aim of k-means clustering is an algorithm to cluster n observations into k partitions ( < ), and tries to achieve is to minimize total intra-cluster variance. 
where there are k clusters , i = 1, 2 . . , , and is the centric of all the points in .
The Shannon entropy extract a serious of WEV < ℎ ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) > , there vector will be observed as distributed in a 3-dimension space, and then apply k-mean clustering to segment the observation data into K cluster set = 1 , 2 , … , and for each cluster which correspond to a centric point , there construct a centric point list = { 1 , 2 , … , } as shown in Fig. 7 .
3) Skin texture-cluster elimination
The basic idea of skin texture segmentation is to elimination rough part of WEV, according the property of Shannon entropy, the WEV near origin means that is smoother otherwise is rougher, then we remain R cluster which mean nearer to origin and eliminate other part, then non-skin parts will be eliminated.
where ′ is the centric point list which is sorted by increasing order, r is the number of remain cluster, ′ is the cluster sets that should be eliminated as shown in Fig. 8. 
4) Skin regions generation
Finally, we got a list of eliminated WEV cluster, actually each WEV correspond to a pixel on original images, and then we fetch out these pixels and eliminate them from skin color mask to gain a corrected skin regions mask, and apply it mask to original color image, to fetch out correct skin regions image.
For example the original image in Fig. 9(a) , by using 16-GMM skin color classifier, it will generate the result as Fig. 9(b) , but the brown scarf is detected as skin, after using Daubechies wavelet and using 16×16 sub-mask generate the wavelet energy distribution is shown in Fig. 7 , then we apply 
 Input C and fetch out each element of that one by one , = ( , ), using (9) to calculate wavelet energy vector along each component,
, the output is a wavelet energy vector list   
5-mean (K=5) clustering and remain 1(R=1) cluster which mean nearest the origin, finally got the fixed skin regions image Fig. 9(c) . Fig. 7 . The k-mean clustering of WEV of the original image in Fig. 1 . About the parameter of sub-mask size T, K value of k-mean clustering and remain cluster num R, that can be train out by other Neural Networks method, normally, we recommend that T = 16, K = 6 and R = 1. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the experiments, we employed two group of testing images from the common dataset as in [7] . The first group is the 200 worst case images, and totally 41261256 pixels are detected as skin pixel by using GMM classifier, but there exists a lot of skin color-like object with skin, the precision of result with gain high false positive rate (FPR) by 45.7% The second group is 200 skin images by random selection, and totally 39211281 pixels are detected as skin pixels. As shown in Table I , we have improved the GMM classifier method successfully, in worst case, our method can detect the skin-like object and eliminate it, although true positive rate (TPR) is slightly decreased to 96.5%, but we also decrease FPR from 45.7% to 25.2%. In normal case, we have improved the performance for both true positive and false positive, compared with the original GMM classifier. This is mainly due to our proposed method has integrated the texture features with color features for the skin detection, so that some skin regions and non-skin regions can be effectively separated.
V. CONCLUSION
Skin segmentation is the basic of many important image processing systems. In this paper, we successfully improve the precision of previous GMM algorithm, which just considers the color feature as unique segmentation feature, caused a lot of skin color-like object detect as skin, that increase the FPR. We proposed a skin color segmentation system which combine color and textures feature as segmentation feature, eliminate non-skin part that detect as skin by previous method, finally we got the average detection rate of our method by 90.3% true positive with 20.5% false positive. Future work may focus on decrease the computational overhead. 
